Share something that was successful this week during Standard’s Institute.

The Standards Institute was successful at... Identify something related to standards.

Identify a resource that enables you to elevate unpacking the standards.

* A resource that supports this is... Describe a human or material resource.

Identify a resource that could support the Standards Institute in improving their planning.

* A resource that could support this is... Describe a human or material resource.

Determine what was absent from your experience and its effect.

* I did not have... Missing experience or resource.

* As a result I was unable to... Effect of the missing element or experience.

Respond to the person who spoke before you by agreeing or disagreeing with their comment.

* I agree/disagree with what (name) shared because... Provide evidence to support your opinion.

Relate the Standards Institute experience to your role as a leader.

* As a leader, this experience is related to my... Connection to your role and why.